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Addendum
Nine and one-half years have passed since this catdog was started. During those years significant world
some of which have impacted the catalog. Several nations have ceased to exist, while
other new ones have come into existence. The consequent changes in names or in new spellings of old names
have been of concern. While we have attempted to incoiporate many of those changes into the catalog, others
have not been included. For example, the recent fragmentation of the former Soviet Union (USSR) into
independent republics was not included. We have, however, included most, if not all, of the name changes
among African nations. In 1987 it was announced by the news media that French Guiana was to become
independent and would be named "Cayenne." On the strength of that announcement, we used the name
Cavemie throughout the catalog. Unfortunately, the officitil change in name has not yet occurred.
The basic text of the catalog, including most notes, but excluding "References," was prepared by SLW
Notes prepared bv DEB bear his initials. About half of the host records for Plat>podidae and about one-third
of those for Xyleborini came from DEB. While most of the literature citations listed under References,
published from 1758 to 1959, came from SLW, his files also cover literature to 1972 or 1973 in reasonable
detixil and are included, as were other incidental references to 1991. Appnwimately Kvo-thirds of the citations
listed under References, published from 1960 to 1991, came from DEB except in Dendroctontis, Ips,
Xyleborini, and Platy|iodidae, where the percentage of his contributions was substantially higher.
The funds needed for publication of Part 2 of the catalog, both volumes 2A and 2B, came from four sources.
Approximately 57 percent came from funds conserved from grants of the U.S. sponsors (USDA and NSF),
34 percent from Canada, 2 percent from Brigham Young Universit)', and 7 percent from S. L. Wood. The
Canadian portion of publication support for Part 2 of diis catalog was funded by Forestry Canada and the
British Columbia Ministiv of Forests under the Canada-British Columbia Partnership Agreement on Forest
events have occurred,

'

Resource Development: FRDA II (1991-1995). Dr. R. Asselin, Director, CLBRR, Agriculture Canada; Dr.
L. Carlson, Deputv' Director, Forestiy Canada; and Mr. A. Shortreid, Forestiy Technolog)' Transfer Officer,
Forestry Canada, airanged for and expedited the Canadian funds used for publication.
We regret the spelling error on p. 7 in the Introduction of the name of Derrick Bells.

